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Rise of online education in Higher Education 

accelerated by Covid-19

A mode of instruction using online technologies to operate at 

distance

Interest for social presence among researchers and 

practitioners

The sense of being there with others in a mediated 

environment (Heeter, 1992)

Introduction



Case study 

• Online course for international & national 
students enrolled in Finnish HE

• 21 research participants out of 65 students

Qualitative research

• Observations, interviews (6), learning diaries 
(14), questionnaires (21)

• Content & interactions analysis, basic 
descriptive statistics

Methodology

Analyze social presence 

across learning activities 

and technologies using 

social constructivism

“Trace the blending of the 

social and the technical”  

(Hamilton & Friesen, 2013)



Plan of Results

Subjective presence Present oneself
Compare students’ 

introductions

Physical presence 
Show active 
presence by 
participating

Compare class’ 
discussions

Collective presence
Form a cohesive and 

consensual whole
Compare throughout 

the course



Subjective Presence

It is not a neutral process in which participants present their true selves, but it 

is shaped by culturally-situated meanings, group dynamics, and socio-historical 

processes.

Finnish Students

Not mentioned, instead Finnish University

International Students

Mostly mentioned, along with Finnish University

Nationality

Exchange Students

Mentioned, but not always Finnish University



Subjective Presence

Covid-19

Emphasis on current locations

New dichotomy: being at home or not

Luisa asks Tiia about her current location. Tiia says in [Name of a Finnish 

city]. Luisa asks if  she is Finnish. Tiia laughs and says yes. Luisa answers: 

“so you are home”. Tiia says being 600 km from home but in Finland so at 

home. » (Observation notes)



Physical Presence

•More student 
presence

•Democratic space

•Negatively 
perceived

•No norm on use 

•Less student 
presence

•Academic 
hierarchies

•Positively perceived

•Norms of use



Collective Presence

Shared 
group 

identity

Interpersonal 
relations & bounds

Shared 
representations

Interpersonal 
information & 
sensory inputs

Diverse nationalities Diverse study fields



Discussion

Apply the “pedagogy of the

moment”

Disrupt conventional learning

habitus (Costa et al., 2018)

Strengthen while critically reflect

upon the group shared identity
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